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 I bought an office 2013 product on ebayshop and did not activate it. I am using KMSPico to activate it. I downloaded the key
from the KMSPico site and imported it and it shows that the keys are different. Do I need to buy the package to activate the
product? What's wrong? I was going through a similar experience as yours, i had bought an office 2013 product from a local
seller. But he had a dodgy quality product, so i looked up Office Activation in eBay. Here is the link The activation keys they

show was different from the seller product and i had activated it using KMSPico, but after few weeks it was not activated and i
had the same thing. Did it happen to you? Or did you activate it with the license key provided by the seller. Please let me know

if you have a solution for this. Hi Brandon, you can activate the product using an Office 2013 key from the website i have
provided. But when i tried to use the license key provided by eBay, it failed to activate. Could you please clarify how to activate
the product if you have the key? You can activate the Office 2013 product with the license key from the seller by activating the

Office 2013 product through KMSPico, i am using the same method and it is working fine. It is really working, i activated it
myself. It is really working, i activated it myself. Hi Brandon, it seems like that i am going through the same problem as you. I

also bought an office 2013 product from a local seller on eBay. The seller provided me with a product key from office.com, but
the activation keys shown by KMSPico is different. When i activated the product using the key provided by the seller, it failed

to activate. Can you please clarify how to activate the product using the license key provided by eBay? I'm having the same
problem. I have this office 2013 (Office RTM 2013). I bought it from Ebay seller. I have downloaded the product 82157476af
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